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ABSTRACT 
Generalized Ward-Takahashi identities (WTI's) of the energy-
momentum tensor in a free spinor field theory with SU(3) currents were 
analyzed for possible non-canonical behavior (anomalies). The WTI's, 
derived by a functional integration technique, are the divergence 
equations for the axial-vector, vector, and tensor currents in n-point 
functions (n-pf's), i.e. Green's functions, involving the energy-momen­
tum tensor and all possible combinations of vector, axial-vector, 
scalar, and pseudo-scalar external currents (V, A, S, and P). In 
addition the trace identities (Tl) of the n-pf's involving the energy-
momentum tensor were investigated. 
The WTI's and trace identities were first checked by naive manip­
ulation of single loop Feynman diagrams, (i.e. ignoring divergences 
and surface terms in shifts of integration variables). Then defining 
"physical" amplitudes in terms of a Pauli-Villars type regularîzation 
and a self-consistent renormalization scheme (by addition of polynomial 
counterterms), possible anomalies of the WTI's and Tl were defined. 
As a result of the regularization, 1/m-terms of n-pf's having a coef­
ficient m in the axial-vector WTl and the trace identity were found to 
contribute to posssbls anornalisso Using ths couritsrteriTiS in a sêlf-
consistent manner, it was found that all the tensor and vector WTI's 
could be satisfied (thus satisfying Poincare and gauge invariance, 
respectively), while anomalies were found in the axial-vector WTl and 
trace identity. 
V 
The AWT I anomalies found were shown to be consistent with axial-
vector anomalies found previously in n-pf's without the energy-momen­
tum tensor, namely in abnormal parity n-pf's with up to five V and A 
currents but no S or P currents. The T1 anomalies were found in a 
variety of normal parity n-pf's up to n = 5. The Tl anomalies are con­
sistent with anomalies found at zero momentum by other authors. 
Supplementary material on the relation of S-matrix and mass matrix 
formalism for doubled resonances is also presented. 
Implications and possible phenomenological applications are 
discussed. 
1  
CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
History of Ward Identities and Anomalies 
The Ward (or Ward-Takahashi) identity^ was introduced in quantum 
2 field theory in the 1950's as a relation between the photon-electron-
electron vertex, represented by 
s'(p)r^(p, p')s|,(p') 
S S d\e'P'^e"'P '^<0 I T(t(x)j®'"(0)ijr(y)) | 0) , 
and the electron propagator represented by 
iS^(p) = J d^xe'P'*(0 I T(i|f(x)iif(0)) | 0) , 
where ^(x) is the electromagnetic current and \jf(x) is 
[I fi 
the electron field in quantum electrodynamics. The expressions 
for r^(p, p') and S^(p) are to be calculated according to the 
2 Feynman graph rules of quantum electrodynamics (&ED). As given in 
Fig. 1, r (p, p') represents the sum of all proper graphs (having no 
two parts connected by a single line), having an external photon line 
and two external electron lines, while S^(p) represents the sum 
S^(p) = ^g(p) ) where Z(p) is given by the sum of all proper 
graphs having two external electron lines. 
The Ward-Takahashi identity states 
(p -P')^r^(p,pr) = (1.1a) 
Figure la. The photon electron-electron vertex in quantum electrodynamics. It is proper 
(cannot be divided into 2 diagrams by cutting a single line). 
Figure lb. The total electron propagator, an infinite sum of proper electron-electron vertices. 
Figure 1c. Proper electron-electron vertex. 
3  
4  
or 
(p-p')'^S^(p)r^(p, p')S^(p') = S^(p') - S^{p) (1.1b) 
which in the notation of this work is expressed as 
k'^<j®'"(k)M - p)t(p')> 
= - i<t(-p)t(p)> + i<t( - P')?(P')) (1.1c) 
where 
-p)t(p)> = iS^(p) 
and 
<jj^(k)iif(-p)t(p')) = S^(p)r^(p, p')S^(p') 
with k = p - p'. 
This Ward identity basically expresses current conservation in QED, 
namely c^j^^(x) = 0. it plays a useful role in the renormalization 
of Q,ED, in which the terms r^(p, p') and S^(p) (as well as the photon 
propagator) must have infinities removed into renormalization con­
stants Zj and Zg. Visually 
S^(p) = Z2?^(p) 
r^(p, p') = 2"^ r^(p, p') 
5  
where the tilde terms are finite. Equation (1) leads to the relation 
Zj = Zg, which is also known as Ward's identity. 
The generalized Ward-Takahashi identity (WTi) is a generalization 
of Eq. (I) for any quantum field theory having some current with an 
index, e.g. A (x), V (x), 0^ (x). It is the divergence equation of |i fJ» Ap 
that current coupled to other currents in a vertex function. Derived 
from Lagrangians using canonical methods of field theory (equations 
of motion, commutation relation), they generally give the divergence 
of one vertex function in terms of others. 
in 1969 it was noted by Bell and JacklW that the Ward identity 
for the axial-vector current j^(x) coupled to two photons formally 
gave a vanishing result for tP -»yY decay when interpreted according 
to PCAC (partial conservation of axial-vector current) == 2im„j^(x) 
as noted by Sutherland and Veltman,^ but that the lowest order calcu­
lations in perturbation theory (the triangle graphs) by e.g. J, 
Steinberger^ in 19^3 gave finite results in agreement with experiment. 
Calculating in the a-model. Bell and Jacklw saved the PCAC relation 
6 
at the expense of modifying the a-model. In the same year Adler, 
analyzed the problem in terms of QED with the inclusion of axial-vector 
and pseudoscalar currents. He found that in order to preserve 
gauge invariance of the photons that the PCAC relation must be modi­
fied to include an anomalous term, namely 
6  
where is the electromagnetic tensor 
Fpy(x) = y/x) - yy(x) . A^(x) = , 
j^(x) = i'(x)Y^YgtW , j^(x) = ï(x)Yg^(x) . 
The anomalous term came from just the diagrams needed to give 
the correct experimental result for tP ->YY^ namely the triangle 
diagram (see Fig. 2). It was later observed that Schwinger^ had done 
essentially the same analysis in 195' using manifectly gauge invariant 
field equations, although the significance of the work was not observed 
at that time. 
g 
Subsequent work confirmed Adler's conjecture that the lowest 
order triangle graphs gave the complete form of the anomaly, with all 
higher order corrections vanishing (see Fig. 2b). 
Q 
Various authors including Brown, Shih, and Young (BSV) and 
10 Bardeen extended the anomaly investigation to n-point functions 
(n-pf's), involving arbitrary numbers of vector, axial-vector, scalar, 
and pseudoscalar currents (V, A, S, and P respectively). They found 
that if gauge invariance (zero divergence of the vector current) were 
to hold, 3xi3Î=v£ctcr anomalies could occur only in abnormal parity 
n-pf's having only V and A currents up to n = 5. However, there was 
an ambiguity present since the gauge invariance of the vector currents 
could not be taken as an absolute principle. 
a) b) 
igure 2a. The triangle loop graph contributions to the axial-vector Ward identity anomaly of 
<AVV>. 
igure 2b. Some higher order triangle graphs whose contributions to the anomaly vanishes when 
summed. 
8  
Much work has been done on both the phenomenological aspects 
and theoretical implications of the axial-vector anomalies. They have 
been applied to many meson decays including ->vv, T?-^YY> X^(960) -» 
Y Y , ' '  as well as inverse processes such as yy yy -> Sit, Y 3it, and 
+ - 12 YK itTt which could be studied in e e" colliding beams (by annihila­
tion of e^e" or by two photon annihilation, e~e -> e'e y Y ->e~e 3%, 
etc.) or by the Primakoff effect at high energy'^ (e.g. + (Z, A) -» 
TT^ + (Z, A) + 2it by photon exchange). Theoretically the coefficient 
S of the anomalous term is related to the number of constituent parti­
cles in the field theory (e.g. quarks). Furthermore the anomalies 
upset the renormalization of certain theories, requiring additional 
constraints and particles to cancel the anomalies in the overall re-
14 
normalization of the theory. 
Recently interest has grown in theories of scale invariance (the 
invariance of theories with respect to spatial scale and conformai 
transformations) and the breaking of scale invariance.'^ " The 
stress-energy-momentum tensor which plays a central role In theories 
of scale invariance has been introduced in an "improved" version in 
18 quantum field theory by Cal Ian, Coleman, and Jackiw. The trace 
relations of this tensor have been shown to have anomalies, similar 
in nature to the axial-vector Ward identity anomal les.Crewther^^ 
2 1  
and Chanowitz and Ellis have related this anomaly to the ratio 
R = "jW -^hadron) high energy, (1.3) 
a(e e M. ) 
9  
the aysmptotic ratio for electron positron annihilations into hadrons 
as compared to annihilations into a [j-V" pair (a purely electromag­
netic effect). This ratio gives further information on the constitu­
ents of field theories for strong interactions. 
Motivation for Present Work 
22 Suura and Young have derived generalized Ward-Takahashi and 
trace relations for the energy-momentum tensor coupled to arbitrary 
numbers of SU{3) currents V, A, S and P in a free spinor field theory 
using a functional integration technique. In this work we are inter­
ested In checking these canonically derived relations in a lowest order 
perturbation calculation to see how the anomalies appear. Besides the 
vector and axial-vector Ward identities, we have the" divergence and 
trace of the energy-momentum tensor to work with. Hopefully this will 
shed some light on the previous calculations of anomalies. 
This Investigation will closely follow the work of Brown, Shih, 
Q 
and Young,' using the results of their calculation, and checking them 
in the process. 
10  
CHAPTER II. WARD-TAKAHASHI AND TRACE IDENTITIES 
Derivation 
The Ward-Takahashi and trace identities considered here are 
derived by a functional integration technique from the free field 
Lagrangian 
I = Y i(x) - m)Kx) + J ( " -m^(x) ) ijr(x) 
where i|i(x) is the free spinor field, a column matrix in the internal 
symmetry space, and are the Dirac gamma matrices. The SU(3) cur­
rents are defined by 
_ a 
j;(x) = *(x) r.*(x) , a = 0,1,-8, (2.1) 
where are the Gell-Mann matrices of SU(3) and F. = 1, and 
y Yr for the currents S^(x), P^{x), V^fx). and A^(x) resoectivelv-
p 5 '  u, '  u • '  
These are the scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector, and axial vector currents 
respectively. The energy-momentum tensor (of Cal Ian, Coleman, and 
18 Jackiw ) as derived in Ref. 22 is 
= 4 + (x p)] - (2.2) 
with the trace 
9 = 0 ^  =  m i j f i l f  =  m ^ S "  (2.3) 
11  
The last equation expresses the fact that the trace is proportional 
to the unitary singlet scalar current. 
In the functional integration formalism vacuum expectation values 
of products of n currents Q,. (x.) are given by 
(T*(%,(x,) — %i\)))Q = n"' J (x^) — (2.4) 
where N = J A^É^e'* and I = J £(x)d^x. The Q. represent Heisenberg 
operators on the left-hand side and functions of integration vari-
"Js 
ables on the right-hand side of the above equation. The T indicates 
that the above n-point function is the time ordered (T) product, ex­
plicitly made covariant, (of Koba and Nishijima) for which 
<T"(ô i(i(x)ô ^(y)i{i(2)-— )>Q = -^(T(\l;(x)i!((y)^(z)— ) >. 
Ward-Takahashi identities (WTI's) are derived by making certain 
variations on fields ^ and For instance, the variation 
Xg 
$(x) (1 +'UJ(x)Yq"^) ilf(x) 
I|f(x) -) ijf(x) (1 + îu)(x)Yç y) , 
where uj(x) is an arbitrary infinitesimal function with well-behaved 
derivatives, will induce the variations 
I I + J d\U)(x) [ sV(x) -2mP^(x)] +ô((u^(x)) 
12  
V^(x) ->V^(x) + w(x)fabcAy(x) 
which when applied to the 2-pf 
<T'(V%(y)Vy(z))>0 ^ J «V^(y)V^(2)e'' 
leads to 
sT <T''<A'(X)V^(V)V^(z)))o = 2m(T''(p:(x)vb(y)v:(z))o 
À 
* lfabd<T' <A2(y)Vw(:)))oG^(Y-*) 
This can be transformed to momentum space to give 
k\A^(k)V^(p)V^(q)> . -2»,i<P^k)ïJ(p)V^(q)> 
+ fabd<Ap<P + k)Vy(q)> ^ ), (2-5) 
the naive axial-vector Wil for the AW vertex, where in general we define 
(2Tr)^6(k + qj + . . , +q^) (9^ ^ (k) j^(q,) ...j^(q„)) 
= Jdx dyj ... dy^ e "^e '^1^1 ... e 
<T"(9^pWj®(y) ... jj(y„))>„ . (2.6) 
13  
and the corresponding definition of 
( j , ( q , )  J n t S n ) )  ^  
19 the current n-pf. Similar procedures generate the vector and tensor 
WTI's and the trace identity. 
The general form of the vector WTI with n-currents (including one 
vector current) and the energy momentum tensor Is 
= i <3x a 5p 3 5). pSpa " ^ Sxp'ap' p" <v' (k + p)P ... j^(q)... > 
+ <9jp(k) ...J^'(p+q) . (2.7) 
The axial-vector WTI is 
=2mg^p<P^p + k) ... j^(q) ... >-2mi(0^p(k)P^p) ... j^(q) ... ) 
14  
'^abb' 
+ ... +  ^
.abb' 
( p+q ) \  
l v ^ ' ( p  +  q ) j  
p'^ (p + q) 
-s'' (p+q)I 
for il = ; V 
„b 
p'^ / 
(2.8) 
The identities with currents only can be obtained by removing the 
9^p(k) in the above equation and dropping all terms with X, p indices. 
The tensor WTI is 
k^<*Xp(k) jp(P) ••• jy (q)> 
= - i (k+p) (j^(p + k) ... j^(q)> 
P p V 
+ ... - i (k + q) <j® (p) ... j ^ (q + k) > 
P p y 
! \ . «r a 
+ ... + Y k'XZ^p)^<j|^(p) ... j;(q + k)> (2.9) 
where 
^ 0 for S and P 
15  
and the trace identity is 
9^*<8%p(k)j*(p) ... jy(q)) 
= m(S°(k)j^(p) ... j^(q)> - 3i[<j^(p + k) ... j^(q)) 
\Ji 1/ \Jt 1/ 
+ '•'+ <j,^(p) ••• jl^(q+ !<)>] (2.10) p 1/ 
In all the above n-pf's, ^-momentum conservation is understood, i.e. 
k + p... + q + ... = 0 . 
The Feynman rule for the energy-momentum tensor, as given in Ref. 
19, is 
'i) = (p + q)p + ÇYp (p + •; + (4 -2m) , (2 .11) 
where F (p, q) is the 8 y - i- vertex as illustrated in Fig. 3. The 
A.p Ap 
Feynman rule for the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is propor­
tional to that for the scalar current as indicated in Eq. (2.3). 
Using the Feynman rules for spinor electrodynamics (see Ref. 2) 
as well as those given above, the n-pf's can be represented by their 
lowest order loop integrals for purposes of verifying the WTI's and 
trace identities. We assume that these lowest order terms of the per­
turbation expansion will show any anomalous behavior of the full n-pf's. 
This assumption is justified by the work previously cited on the ab­
sence of higher order corrections to the axial-vector triangle anomaly^ 
16  
B \p 
\ 
Figure 3. Feynman diagram for F. (p,q). the 6. - ilr - il; vertex. 
/\.p A.p • 
17 
15 23 
and on non-perturbative calculations of the axial anomaly ' as well 
20 
as the trace relation. 
For example, the single loop representation of the triangle 
graph PVV of Fig. 2a is 
J Trdv'sCi + qjv S(t)Y,S(i-5)) 
I tj- y 
+ ^ tr(xgx^x,^+c(3)xgxx) f  Tr[\yh{l + q)y^S{l)Sil-s)y^] 
where C(3) = CpC^C^ = + is the overall charge conjugation sign 
(Cp = = Cg = +, Cy = -), J d\ represents the loop in­
tegral, and S(t + q) = is the fermion propagator. The 
Feynman graph representation has a factor ^  for each fermion propa-
« ^ J* »« _ aC^ M t# m m  ^^  JS^  m 2 wiiotyc wwt i j  u^uciwm it iv^ii  :  unu woi wvwiwi # :  y 11 # v*  
2 
the spinor loop. 
The 8PVVV loop graph, Fig. 4, is given by 
<e^^(k)p^p)vj(q)v^(s)v^(t)> 
'  - 5 j^ppv u v 'p' "s':' "1"'"' '  
(J. y a 
+ C(4)Jk V ^ „ p(t, 0,-s,-s-q,-s-q-p)] 
ct y m< 
18 
Figure k. Feynman diagram for the first term of the single loop 
representation of (8)^ p(k)p^ (p)vj'(q)vj(s)v^ (t)>. 
19 
+ 11 more pairs, giving in all 24 permutation of a, b, c, d 
with P, V^, Vy, and p, q, s, t, 
where ^(4), C(4) = CpCyC^Cy = - and 
= f Tr{r, (-t + a, i + e)S(-t + a) iY^S(^ + b)v S(^ + c)v,S(t +d)Y S(t+e)]. 
^ a.p pi v 0 
The general form for the n-pf's with tensor are given in Appendix A 
for n =2,3, 4, 5, 6. The corresponding forms for the n-pf's with cur­
rents only are given in Ref. 9. 
Naive Manipulations of Feynman Graphs to Check 
WTI's and Trace Identities 
The WTI's and trace identities can be verified naively from the 
single loop Feynman graphs, that is by ignoring divergences and al­
lowing changes of variables and translations which rigorously could 
give rise to surface terms in the Feynman integrals. When examined 
carefully, it is such divergences and surface terms which give rise to 
anomalies. 
As an example of a naive verification of the trace identity we 
examine the 2-pf (ignoring the factor ç 
(0^p(k)j,( - k)) = Tr[[r^p(t, t+k)S(t + k)r, S(t)] 
= j^tr{[ ^ (2& + k)^yp + %(2t+k)p 
20 
Taking the trace of this we get 
g^'<6^p(l<)j,(-k)> 
= J^Trf[|(2«+IO . 2(2f + K.2»)lj^r, 
= J Tr{[n.-|«-m+ T, } 
= <6(k)j,(- k)> - 3t<j,(0)) 
where we use the property 
Tr {( j& - m) ... — } = Tr { ... 1 
i- - m 
3nd W3 îMoks the translation ^  ^ ^ in trie lâSïi integrdi âne âaa tne 
last two terms for (jj(0)). This is the potentially dangerous manipu­
lation. Note that the above integrals go like J d^t6('L and 
J d\&('t ^) and are highly divergent. 
21 
The naive verification of the axial-vector WTI is discussed in 
û 
Ref. 6 and relies on the identity 
S(-t,+p)^Y^S(-t) = 2m S('t + p)YgS('t) + YrS(t) + S(&+p)Yg . 
Similar manipulations can be used to give naive verification of the 
vector and tensor WTI's. 
Before 1969, and except for the calculation of Schwinger, such 
Ward identities and trace relations were assumed to hold true. In 
current algebra calculations this assumption was equivalent to the free 
use of so-called canonical equal-time commutators. The presence of 
the anomalies reflects what is known as the failure of canonical field 
24 
theory. 
22 
CHAPTER III. FAILURE OF CANONICAL FIELD THEORY 
Adier-Bel1-Jackiw-Schwinger Anomaly 
The breakdown of canonical field theory was first discovered with 
the explicit calculations of the triangle graphs in the AW Ward 
identity (Eq. (2.5)). The relevant diagrams are those of (AVV) and 
(PVV), since the (AV) terms can be shown to vanish by symmetry con­
siderations, Adler explicitly shows that by requiring gauge invari­
ance of the V (e.g. photon) vertices all divergences in the diagrams 
can be removed and the result Eq. (1.2), or (in our notation) 
,f(Aj^p)vk(q)vÇ(s)> = -2mi<p"(p)V^(q)V^(s)> 
- (3.0 
2 
follows, where y = 1/24 n i i  . Schwinger's analysis used the same 
assumptions but with s different calculation method. 
K. Wilson'^ has made a configuration-space analysis of this 
problem and found that the anomaly arises from a ninth order short 
distance singularity of the product ( |T(A^(x)\/^(y)\/^(0)) j)^. That is, 
such a product of currents can be expanded around the short-distance 
2 2 2 
region x^ < e, y < s', (x-y) < e" with a leading term proportional 
•"9 
to e where e ~ e' ~ e". It is this singularity which leads to the 
anomaly in Eq. (3.1). This is now called a canonical singularity, 
since it arises from a careful consideration of field theory, and is 
hypothesized by Wilson to give the proper behavior of hadronic (strong 
23 
interaction) currents, even though perturbation theory cannot apply 
to strong interactions directly. 
Other calculational techniques include the e-separation method, 
which is a configuration space analysis similar to that of Wilson, and 
9 10 
the regulator method used by Brown, Shih, and Young (BSY). Bardeen 
used the former method and obtained a functional form for all axial-
vector anomalies of n-pf's with external currents, V, A, S and P. 
BSY used a regulator technique and obtained the same set of anomalies 
plus an alternative set allowing for violation of the vector Ward 
identity. 
This work will use the method and results of BSY extended to the 
n-pf's with tensor. 
Trace Anomalies 
In the study of scale invariance of field theory, Callan'^ and 
2 0 
Symanzik found trace identity anomalies in high orders of renormal-
izable models of strong interactions. These anomalies are of a 
logarithmic type and would cause a breakdown of Wilson's idea of 
canonical short distance behavior for hadronic currents. Coleman and 
19 
Jackiw suggested a different type of anomaly, which Chanowitz and 
21 20 
Ellis and Crswther have found. This anomaly arises in a trace 
identity of the form 
<8(0)V*(p)Vy(-p)> = 'U-p • (v®(p)v^(-p)) + 2iyô®^(g^p^-p^pj^) , 
24 
where the term on the right is the anomaly, and is the result of a 
canonical short distance singularity in analogy to the axial-vector 
Ward identity anomaly. Although our trace identity is of a different 
form than that above, it will be seen that the anomalies will be 
equivalent. 
25 
CHAPTER IV. CALCULATION OF ANOMALIES 
Universal Regularization 
The anomalies are calculated by the method of BSY (Ref. 9). It 
is a Pauli-Viliars type of regularization scheme.The loop integral 
representations of the n-pf's contain many divergences which must be 
removed. This is done by defining the universally regularized n-pf 
(j|(P|) •••j„(P„)>„R = Z <4-') 
1=0 I 
as a finite sum of n-pf's with m. as the mass of the fermion in the 
loop integral. The C. are functions of the set of masses m. with 
Cq = I and Wq = m. It is understood that the limit m. », i * 0 is 
taken at the end of the calculation. The conditions 
s c.mptn'm. = 0, q: = 0,1,2^3^ p = 0, 1 
1=0 '  '  '  
and 
N |C I 
2 > 0 as m. -> OS 
i=l '"i ' 
insure that the n-pf's will be free of ultraviolet divergences and 
9 
integration displacement ambiguities. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) de­
fine the universal regularization. 
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Having removed the divergences, we then must allow terms poly­
nomial in the momenta to be re-added to the n-pf's with some finite 
coefficient. These are called counter-terms. 
For example, if we wish to calculate the anomaly in 
= -2mi<p(k)vyv^> + a^(avv) 
we replace (A V V ) -^(A V V )„ + 5(AVV), etc., where 6(AVV) is the [X y 0 |Ji 0 K 
counter-term for (A V V ) and p y 0 
N 
<AVV> = E C.(AVV) , m. ^  œ, i + 0 . 
i=0 ' "ij ' 
The anomaly is 
N 
A. (AW) = -2i Z C.(m. -m)(P*(k)V V,) + 6(C) 
rt i=0 ' ' ^ ^  
= 2i (PVV) I + 6(C) 
where 6(C) = i<^fi(A VV) + Zmi6(PVV), the sum total of the counter-terms. 
As a result of the regularization the 1/m term of (PVV) contributes, 
along with the counterterms. 
Similarly the trace anomaly of 
g^^<ej^pVV) = yTm(S°VV> - 3i[<vv> + <VV>] + A^(evv) 
is given by 
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A^(9VV) = - /6"<S%V) I 
+ g^^6(evv) - /6"m6(S°VV) +3i[6(VV) + 6(VV)] 
with appropriate momenta for the current. 
In general the anomaly is given by the 1/m-term of all terms 
having coefficient m in the WTl plus a sum of counterterms given by 
the WTl or trace identity. 
The anomalies for Eq. (2.8) and (2.10) are denoted by ~ 
A^(p) ... ) and A-fG. (k) ... ) respectively and are understood to be 
m» i  àp 
added to the right hand side to give the "true" form of the equation, 
i.e. satisfying single loop perturbation theory. They are given by 
. . .  > i  
- 29xp(p"(k + p) . . .  >!,/„ + ô(uhs) -  6(rhs) (4.3) 
and 
A.^(e^p(k) ... ) = - /T<e^p(k) ... ) 1 + 6(LH5) - 6(RHS) {h.k) 
where ( ... ) | is the coefficient of the 1/m-term in a large m 
expansion of (...) and 6(LHS) and 6(RHS) are the sum of counterterms 
of the individual n-pf's entering respectively the left- and right-
hand sides of Eqs. (2.8) and 2.10). Similar definitions are understood 
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lor the vector and tensor Ward identities, which, of course, have no 
l/m-term contributions. We will see that the vector and tensor 
anomalies vanish. 
The counterterms for Ward identities with currents only have 
been determined by BSY^ and are used (and corrected in some cases) in 
this work. The counterterms are determined, up to certain arbitrary 
parameters, by choosing them in a self-consistent manner which mini­
mizes the number of anomalies. The counterterms for the various 
current n-pf's are related in a chain-like manner from n = 1 up to 
n = 4. The l/m-terms are possible for current n-pf's from n = 1 to 
n = 5 and for n-pf's with tensor from n = 1 to n = 5. This is due to 
the mass (or momentum) dimensionality of the n-pf's as exhibited in 
the momentum representation. For example, the 5-pf of Fig. 4 has a 
loop integral with a dimension 4 from J dimension 1 from 
and dimension -1 from each propagator ^ ^ thus having an overall 
dimension 4 + ! - r.. The currant n=pf's have dimension 4 - n. 
The chains of n-pf's are divided into two classes, those with 
normal parity and those with abnormal parity. Parity is normal if the 
overall parity of the n-pf is (-l)*" where r = rank of the n-pf, that 
is. the number of k vector indices. Now 6, , A , and S have positive 
parity, while V and P have negative parity. Of course, 0. is rank 
2 ,  V and A are rank 1, and P and S are rank 0, so that A and P are 
m. m- '  
the abnormal parity currents. An n-pf must have an odd number of A 
and P currents to have abnormal parity. Note that abnormal parity 
terms must contain the totally antisymmetric tensor e 
xplay" 
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The Feynman diagram representations of n-pf's have the property 
that they are either even or odd under the transformation m -» (-m), 
i.e. the change of sign of the fermion loop mass. This property is 
called mass parity. 0, V, and A have even mass parity, while P and 
S have odd mass parity. A mass expansion of an n-pf must have all 
even powers of m or odd powers of m corresponding to its mass parity. 
The counterterms are also further restricted by this consideration. 
The l/m-term is necessarily of odd mass parity, so it can only con­
tribute when its n-pf has odd mass parity. Thus (PVV) ( and 
(SVV) I are non-zero, but (PVS) | = 0 and (SVS) | = 0. 
The n-pf's, counterterms, and 1/m-terms must also obey charge 
conjugation invariance. 9. , A , P, and S have C = +, positive charge 
\p p. 
conjugation, while V has C = -, negative charge conjugation. A term 
which has overall C = + must be symmetric under interchange of space 
index, SU(3) index, and momentum. For example, <9^ (k)A®(p)v'' (q)V^(s) ), 
a, p |jl 1/ 0" 
must be Symmetric under i/, b, q a, c, s, while (0. (k)V"{p)V"(q)V^(s)  
\p n V 0 
must be antisymmetric under [i, a, p V,  b, q <r^a, c, s. This further 
restricts the form of the counterterms and l/m-terms. 
Even with all these restrictions the possible counterterms are 
quite complicated with up to 15 arbitrary parameters, as for 
6(8^p(k)V^(p)V^(q)) which has rank 4, even mass parity, even charge 
conjugation, and normal parity. 
We see already that no anomalies appear in the current n-pf's 
or tensor (n +l)-pf's for n a 6. 
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Finite Range Integration 
The calculation of the anomalies requires the explicit calcula­
tion of the 1/m-term of single loop Feynman graphs. This is done for 
the current n-pf's, ... j^) in Ref. 9. The results are checked 
and used here. For the tensor (n + 1)-pf (0j ^ ... j^)j we carry out a 
similar calculation with the addition of 9 (k) at one vertex. The 
Ap 
SLI(3) structure of the tensor (n + l)-pf will be identical to that of 
the current n-pf containing the same currents. A summary of the n-pf 
loops is given in Appendix B. 
We illustrate the general method of calculation with the 3-pf. 
We can separate the terms in r^p(-L + a, t + b) into separate integrals 
as follows: 
=  J  T r  { [  ^ +  a  +  b )  ^  ( 2 t  +  a  +  b ) ^  
2 • î + ii-3î l.!r. -2 i-fS-iT. ' 
.|[f^„,2(a,0,b) + 2(3,0. b)] 
+ çl(a + b)j^F^lj{a,0, b) + (a + b) 0, b)l 
where F^^g are 3- and 2-vertex spinor loops from Ref, 9 and 
fxpi2<=." ' " 1 - 1  i h  '•2 irh; 1 
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We have calculated expressions for the integrals of the 1/m-
rhe 
28 
terms of 0^ b) by two different methods. T first follows 
the method of Ref. 9 using Feynman parametrization: 
jvdyj^dxrrtvj^^^ ;  _ 3 
Y y 
(^ + ^ +m) r, (^ + m) Tg (^ + K+m)] (4.5) 
2 2 2 2 — 
where Py = - axy - b(l-y),A = m -axy-b (1-y) = m +A , and 
'  ' '  y '  y 
J = ° 's an integral over momentum space I. To obtain the 1/m-
(2 i r )  
term, the above expression is expanded in odd powers of n with the 
factors of I isolated. The I integration is done by finite range inte­
gration (FRI).^^ 
I ne rni TOrmuiae 
are substituted in at the proper place retaining only those terms 
which contribute to the i/m-terms. The Feynman integration (over x and 
y) is then done to achieve the final result (see Eq. (B.le)) for 
0, b) I in terms of vector a, b, indices p, and y-matri­
ces Yj *2° 
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An alternative approach, beginning from Eq. (4.5) is to expand 
the propagators using the identity 
i  !  !_v_l_ ; 1.1.1 
+ - m ^ - m •jJ-m it-m - m ^  ^  - m 
Letting s = (jt - m) ^, we get 
f (a, 0, b) = r Tr (s - + s^s^s - s^fs^sgfs + ,.. ) 
a.pl6 -jq K P 
Tj sr2(s - s^s + s#sWs -+ .., ) ] 
By factoring out the momenta a, b from this integral, we see that only 
terms of order s^ will contribute to the 1/m-term since f.-t, s^ ~ 1/m, 
«'-o p 
independent of momenta. Thus 
• 'xpapeiz"^ ® ^^' '^• 'xpapizô 
where 
^Xpl2345 '•'^A i-m ^ 1 /.-m ^2 ••• ^ 5 ^ -m ^ 'l/m 
The i/m-term for the integral for Eq. (4.7) is given in (Eq. (B.4d)). 
Although Eq. (4.6) was more easily arrived at than Eq. (B.le), its 
use in a particular case requires the complicated trace calculation of 
Eq, (B.4d), whereas the trace of Eq. (B.le) is easily calculated by 
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hand. Similar calculations up through the 6 vertex spinor loop, for 
which both methods give the same answer, are summarized in Appendix B. 
Based on the SU(3) structure, charge conjugation, dimension, and 
tensor structure of the 1/m-terms we conclude that 1/m-terms may 
contribute to axial-vector Ward identity anomalies for those 3-, 4-, 
5-, and 6-pf's listed in Table I. The possible n-pf's giving trace 
identity anomaly contributions are listed In Table I!. 
The trace calculation of the 1/m-terms for specific currents V, 
A, S and P was done with the help of A. C. Hearn's REDUCE-2 program. 
This computer program is a general algebraic program with the capa­
bility of doing Feynman trace calculations for high energy physics, as 
well as a wide variety of algebraic manipulations. It was compiled 
and placed on the IBM 360/65 for use in this calculation. 
Counterterms 
The counterterms, which renormalize the n-pf's, are local 
q 
polynomials (In fermion mass m and momenta). To begin with the 
counterterms are required to satisfy the same structure as the n-pf's 
themselves. That is, they have the same dimension, mass, parity, 
tensor structure, SU(3) structure, and charge conjugation symmetry 
35 tuc i r  M-pf 'So There  a re  two separa te  cha ins  of countsr te rn is ,  the  
normal parity and abnormal parity, the latter necessarily containing 
an e ^ in all of its terms. i iyot 
We begin with the counterterms of Ref. 9, which were found by 
requiring all normal-parity Ward Identities to be satisfied, but which 
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Table 1. Universally regularized n-pf's with tensor 0 which have 
A.P 
naive AWTI anomalies (i.e. l/m term contributions). 
5-pf 
' t-pf 
b-pf 
6-pf 
<9aa) 
<gaav> 
(9AAVV) 
(gAVVV) 
(eaavvvv) 
(gaavpp) 
(eaaaaa) 
(GASP) 
(oapsv) 
<0AAAV> 
<9AAAAV) 
(gapsss) 
(gaaavv) 
^avv \ (©aaa") 
<9AAAA) <0AASS) 
(eaavss) (eapvvs) 
(gappps) 
(@AVVVV) 
<9AAPP> 
CeAAAPS) 
Table 2. Universally regularized n-pf's with tensor A which have 
A.P 
naive Tl  anomalies. 
3-p f  (8VV) (8AA) <8SS) <9PP)  
4 -p f  (GVVV) <0VAA)  <8VSS) <0VPP)  <8ASP> 
5-p f  (OVVvu)  (0VVAA)  <8VVSS) <9vVPP)  <eAAAA> 
(8AA5S) <9AAPP)  <9VASP) <0SSSS> (9SSPP)  
<9PPPP)  
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could not satisfy all abnormal-parity Ward identities. We input 
these counterterms and the general forms of our tensor n-pf counter-
terms into the Ward-Takahashi and trace identities, seeking to elim­
inate as many anomalous terms as possible. 
We find that all tensor and vector WTI's can be satisfied naively, 
i.e. without anomalies. Indeed, the satisfaction of the tensor WTI's, 
19 
which can be thought of as an expression of Poincare invariance, 
requires the satisfaction of all vector WTI's. In particular, the 
possible abnormal parity counterterms of BSY are removed. This re­
moves the previous ambiguity which allowed vector Ward identity anoma­
lies. The counterterms are listed in Appendix C, along with a (cor­
rected) list of the current n-pf counterterms from Ref. 9-
A few comments are called for. 
1. All abnormal parity counterterms vanish. 
2. All counterterms can be expressed in terms of four parameters 
2 j2nd introduced in P.sf. S. 
3. The counterterms 6(8. ) and 6(0 S^) were obtained by 
Ap Ap 
assuming that the trace identity is satisfied for these essentially 
trivial cases. The latter also implies that a^^ = 3aj, eliminating a^^ 
in the counterterms. 
4. Four new parameters were eliminated by assuming naive axial-
vector WTI's for the normal parity n-pf's. (0AA), (8VAA), (GAP), and 
(GASP). 
5. For the abnormal parity series, the assumption of naive tensor 
WTI's implies that all abnormal parity counterterms vanish. 
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Thus the extension of the n-pf's to include the energy-momentum 
tensor and its trace does not further complicate the structure of the 
counterterms, but rather simplifies it. 
The Anomal les 
Having determined the counterterms and 1/m-terms we can compute 
the complete set of axial-vector WTl anomalies and trace identity 
anomalies according to Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4). Explicit calculation 
shows that all the normal parity n-pf's retain their naive forms of 
AWTl's. Anomalies occur only in the AWTI's of the following two sets 
of abnormal parity n-pf's: the set containing the energy-momentum 
tensor; (8AVV>, <0AAA>, (GAAAV), (8AVVV>, (8AAAAA>, (BAAAVV), and 
(BAVVW); and the set containing internal syrrmetry currents only: (AVV), 
(AAA), <AAAV>, (AVVV), (AAAAA), (AAAVV), and (AVVVV). Their anomalies 
arise simply from the l/m-terms of (9PVV), etc. and (PVV), etc., as 
given in Eqs, (4.3) and (4.4) and In Ref. 9 (see also Appendix B), 
The second set above is Bardeen's minimal set. We discard the 
second minimal set of Ref. 9 based on the fact that it contains anoma­
lous vector WTl's and hence anomalous tensor WTI's. In the following, 
we list all the 14 anomalies: 
a^(oam) ,  3 
-1 pop ^ 9ox spcf "  p ) ]  
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A^(AAA) = lA^(AVV) 
A^(0AAA) = 3 A^(8A\ /v) 
a^(aaav) .  - y x"" 
A^(eAAAV) .  - I  J2x" + 65^ k") + i  [ + (X f-. 
- i [VpcM "I '•«z' + V \fra 5 +«2 > 
* vvopa""'"! *®2""3' ^ p' l  1 
a^(avvv)= - i  
aj(9avvv) = -gyp9^p:^,g,^[f + (-w, tw^+wg ik" ]  
" i t\vVpa "l 2 '  ^  9^=vpTK I'"(«2*^1 
a.(aflaaa) =3^6_. 2®''" '= 
+ 23 more terms with VOTT) permuted with bcde. 
A^(eAAAAA) = -3: g (AAAAA) 
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(AAAVV) .  ^  + 2=''*= + 
-acebd . ,_abdec . .adcbe ,, ., 
+ i + jz + z - (d<-4 e ) J 
A^(eAAAVV) =  -3 i  (AAAVV) 
A. (AVVVl/) ^ V e y3bcde 
 ^ 32 ya-"" 
+ 23 more terms with yoîT] permuted with bcde. 
A^{BAVVW) = - 3 i gxpA^fAVVW). 
where 
y = m 
24/; 
X  =  W ,  ( t - q )  +  W ,  (4t + q +s ) +W_ (s - t) 
n ' H ^ H J (i 
Y  s - w  ( t  + q) + W ,  (q +  s )  + W , { s + t )  
 ^ I ki 2 3 ^ |^i 
"l = Tr[X^X,X^X^ -
"2 "  trlx^x^xjx^ - x^x^x^x^i 
"3 '  trl^a^c^b^d " 
Z"'"' '-Trlx^x,x^x,x^.x^;xy,x^], etc. 
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In the above expressions the energy-momentum tensor carries the tensor 
indices \p and momentum k, the vector and axial-vector currents carry 
the vector indices N, u, a, T, and rj; the momenta p, q, s, t, and u; 
and internal symmetry indices a, b, c, d, and e in that order from left 
to right. 
Since all abnormal parity counterterms vanish abnormal parity 
trace identity anomalies can only arise from the 1/m-terms. Explicit 
calculation shows, however, that all such terms vanish. Thus, only 
normal parity n-pf's have trace identity anomalies. These can arise 
from the 1/m-terms, counterterms, or both. The trivial cases <0, (0)) 
A.p 
and (8^p(k)s ( - k)> have their counterterms adjusted to give vanishing 
Ti anomalies. There are 25 remaining Tl anomalies which are listed 
31 below: 
n = 3 
A^(OVV) =  2 iy  (g  p  •  q  -  p  q  )  
' Lit/ U U, 
A (0AA) -  A-p(0V\ / )  +  I2 iy6^^m^g 
' ' \^ V 
A^(OAP) =  -6y6^^mq^ 
A^(oPP) =  -3 iyA^^  P •  q  
A^(0SS) = -iyfi "[12m"" + 3P • q]  
(AAAA8)^V = (VVAA8)^V 
[{^ t^  + + 
(^M + ^MZ - + (^MZ - A5 = (AAAA8)^V 
(ssse) ^v J = (ddS8)4 
-^qgP -SI = (ssse)"v 
^ ( s -  b )  ^ q g P  -  ( d S V O ) H '  
(ssa8)4 -  (ddae)"k7 
^ ( s - b )  =  ( S S A 0 ) V  
^^21- = (SVV8)4 
= (dVA0)4 
(AAAW)^V =- (vvAU)^V 
[ ^ \ b - s ) " ^ 6  +  ^ ^ s - d ) ° ^ 6  +  ^ ( d - b ) ^ ^ 6 ] 2 q g j  A i g  =  ( A A A 0 ) \ '  
tj = N 
04 
+ ^y^y^y^y] j1 5 
( i r^ î )  + ^y^y^y^y] j i  -
çyjy jy^y + ^y^y^y^yj^ i  = 'm 
ajaqw 
fsssswy^v = (ddddey^v 
(^M -  + ' f ' \ )  Y "  (ddSSO) V 
(^M + + 'm) I = (sssse)'^v 
(sswe/v = (ddwe)^v 
(^MZ + + ^M)'^^5A!|  -  = {SSVV0)V 
(^MZ + = (dSVAO)^V 
(SSAA8)^V = (ddAA8)^V 
i^lAZ -  + 'n) '^^6Â! I  - = (SSAA8)^V 
(01 "4) (AAAAe)- ' -V = (VVVV8)^V 
14 
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The assignments for the vector and internal symmetry indices and the 
momenta in the above are the same as those given below Eq. (4.9). The 
anomalies arising from the counterterms and from the mixture of the 
1/m-terms and the counterterms are underlined with wavy and straight 
lines respectively. The rest are from the 1/m-terms only. 
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CHAPTER V. DOUBLE WARD IDENTITIES 
Derivation 
The anomalies calculated in Sec. IV can be checked against each 
other for interna! consistency through the use of "double" Ward 
identities. Relations between various anomalies can be derived by 
assuming, as one would expect from the basic principles of quantum 
mechanics, that momentum operators commute. For instance, we can com­
bine the tensor WTI and the axial-vector WTI in the relation 
(pV-kV)<9^p(k)A=(p)  . . . j^ (q)  . . .  > =  0  (5 .1 )  
where the momenta act on the n-pf in order from right to left. From 
(5.1), we derive the tensor-axial relation 
K^AAe^p(k)A^(p) ...jy(q) ...) = -PpA^(A®(k + p) ... j^(q) 
+ ... (5.2) 
where 
P, T ^ , vPT-w foi-VandA 
^ 0 for S and P 
Note the similarity of (5.2) to the tensor WTI, Eq. (2.9). 
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From the assumption 
(pV- q^f)\(Gxp(k)A^(p)V^(q) . . . j C (s )  ... ) = 0 (5.3) 
we can derive the vector-axial relation 
j^(s)  . . .  )  
+ fb**'AA(6^p(k)A*'(p + q) ... j^(s) ...) 
+ ... +A^(8^p(k)A^(p) ... j^'(q + s) ... ) (5.4) 
which appears similar to the vector WTI Eq. (2.7). 
Of course, we also expect the trace operation to commute with the 
momenta. From 
(gV-pV)<6^p(i<)v^(p) ^(q) ... > = 0 , (5.5) 
we derive the trace vector relation 
p^ay(8^p(k)v*(p) . . . j^(q) . . . )  
= ... + Ay(8^p(k) . ..jy (p +q) ...) + ... (5.6) 
which is analogous to the vector WTI without tensor. From 
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( g ^ ' ^ p ^ '  - p ^ 9 ^ * ) < g x p ( k ) a ^ ( p )  . . . .  )  =  0  
V 
(5 .7 )  
a trace-axial relation is obtained between trace anomalies and axial-
vector anomalies. Since the trace anomalies occur in norma] parity 
series only and the axial-vector in abnormal series only, the equation 
can be separated into two parts which are the trace-axial relations 
9  • • • )  
= VTmA^(S°(i<)A^(p) ... j^(q) ... ) 
• b, 
- 3i[ ... + A^(A^(p) ... jy(k + q) ... ) + ... ] (5 .8 )  
and 
p'^A^(e^p(k)A®(p) ...j^(q) ...) 
2miay(g^p(k)p^(p) . . .  j j^(q) . . .  )  
+ ...C K ^^(GXPFK) •••^Y(P''"^) ••• ) (5 .9 )  
where 
k'w 
.abb' p^'(q) 
\ -sb'(qv '  
^ for 
V 
I, 
1J 
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The first is a trace identity without the axial current as in Eq. 
(2.10), and the second is an axial-vector WTI without the tensor 
current. 
Check of Anomalies 
Using the double Ward identity relations (5.2), (5.4), (5.6), 
(5.8), and (5.9), we can check the internal consistency of the anoma­
lies against each other. Note that since the n-pf's have been reg­
ularized in the derivation of the anomalies, no new anomalies should 
appear in the double Ward identities. 
Fron Eq. (5.2) we can use the anomalies for n-pf's with currents 
only to compute the divergence of the anomaly for the (n + l)-pf with 
tensor. For example, from 
we can derive 
= khiy <!''"= 
I>1} . 
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Using the identity 
q, e + q, e + q, e + q. e + q, e =0 
\^p tii/oT uarp \^v (TTpp, X^a Tp^ y pp.va 
and the identity e = 0 extensively, the above result can be 
VoaÇ) " 
put into the form of the result given in Eq. (4.8). No "extra" term of 
2 
the form k^k^- k g^^ appears in the calculation. Thus, the explicit 
calculation of the tensor n-pf anomalies contains no new anomalies, 
that is, terms unrelated to the anomalies of current-only n-pf's. The 
same holds true for A^(9AAA) and for the 5- and 6-pf axial-anomalies 
whose structure allows no possible extra terms. 
The relations (5.4) and (5.8) have also been used to check the 
axial anomalies against each other. A relation similar to Eq. (5.4), 
with the tensor 0. omitted, can be used to relate the axial anomalies 
A.p 
for current n-pf's. 
The trace identities can be checked against each other through 
the use of Eqs. (5.6) and (5.9). The results are consistent. 
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CHAPTER VI. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL ON DOUBLED 
RESONANCES IN THE MASS MATRIX FORMALISM 
Background 
The properties of the S-matrix when two resonances overlap have 
now been studied by several authors, the most thorough work appearing 
32 33 
in the papers of Rebbi and Slansky (RS) and Dothan and Horn (DH). 
The latter paper and numerous others^^ of less complete nature were 
35 
inspired as efforts to correct an earlier Letter in which misleading 
conclusions were reached. 
In this note we wish to explore and establish the relation between 
the different possible viewpoints,for treating overlapping 
resonances. Specificially, the initial approach of DH and the present 
approach^^'^^ (particularly Ref. 36) is very similar even though the 
language and areas of emphasis differ. In both, the physical system 
under study is defined in terms of the Hamîltonîan separated into an 
"unperturbed" part HQ and the interaction part Hj, the former defining 
the states of the system and Hj describing the transitions between 
33 
these states. Dothan and Horn construct the S-matrix for such a 
system, solving the time dependent Schrodinger equation by making the 
38 Weisskopf-Wîynér approximation. They concentrated on the scattering 
problem and through its solution elegantly derived the uni tarity (Bell-
Steinberger ) relations as the connection between resonance overlap 
and channel-vector overlap. In Ref. 36 the stationary scattering 
states are found as the eigenstates of the full Hamîltonîan and used 
mainly to study decay properties of the resonance states. 
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On the other hand, Rebbi and Slansky give their entire treatment 
in terms of S-matrix theory in which resonances are introduced as poles 
of the S-matrix. The most general parametrization consistent with two 
body unitarity is found by imposing causality which requires certain 
factorization properties. 
Derivation of a Unitary Double-Resonance 
Formula in the Mass-Matrix Approach 
In the Hamiltonian approach the scattering amplitude is written 
in the notation of Rsf. 36 as 
Tf J = g^M ' (E + ie)g. , (6.1) 
where g. (g_ ) is the matrix element of the interaction H, between 
lU i  
the intermediate resonance state \ v > , v  = 1,2, and the initial (final) 
state, multiplied by the appropriate phase space factors. The 2x2 
matrix {in v = i, 2 space) m - iy defined by 
M(E± i e ) = E - m ± i Y  
is called the mass matrix, or effective Hamiltonian (see, e.g., Eq. (5) 
of Ref. 36 or Eq. (46) of DH). The states jy> can be taken as eigen-
states of HQ, and if the time reversal operator commutes with HQ the 
33 
mass matrix m - iy is symmetric since the couplings g are then real. 
The elements of this matrix are parametrized as 
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M - i r -Ae"'® 
m -  iy = i  _ _ _ ,  (6.2) 
- ipAe"'(G+G') M-r + Ae"'® 
in terms of which the eigenvalues of the mass matrix are 
= M-ir ± Ae"'®(l -p^e"^'®')^ . 
When 4= M_ we may use the transformation which diagonalizes the mass 
matrix to write the scattering amplitude as 
iSf: |afj Ae '®(b,.+ipe '® c_.) 
•  (^-3) 
The quantities a^., b^., and c^. (elements of matrices in channel 
space) are defined in terms of couplings of particles 1 and 2 to chan­
nels i and f by 
i  ^f l^ i1 ^ - f2- i2 
'^fi ~ ^ fl^il " SfZ^iZ 
Cfi 9f,9;2 + 9f29;i ' (*.4) 
The above two equations define the amplitude for scattering 
through two intermediate states (1 and 2) from initial channel i to the 
final channel f. This scattering amplitude of Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) 
can be compared with that of RS, Eqs. (15) and (27). Equating these 
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two sets of equations leads to relations of which the obvious solutions 
are 
g., = VFX. and g.^ = vT"U. , (6.5) 
to connect the mass matrix and S-matrix "couplings". For the remaining 
parameters we then have 
AcosG = r(|3C - s)cos0 , pAsin(0+0') = |3C//l sinQ 
Asin0 = - s)sin9 , ^  A cos (8 + 9') = %kJ] - cos0 (6.6) 
Enforcing a correspondence between the mass matrix and S-matrix parame­
ters leads to 0' =0 with 9=9, Thus, the RS parametrization of the 
amplitude implies that the phase of an off-diagonal element of the 
mass matrix is determined by the diagonal elements. This result can 
be qusstionsd physically because either the RS S-matrix amplitude or 
Eq. (6.3) could be equally well applied to scattering of various pairs 
of mesons through electromagnetically mixed resonances, e.g. p - lu or 
A° - f , and 0' = 0 implies that the relative phase of the electro­
magnetic interaction is determined by the strong interaction part. 
_ _ 1 1 
From Eq. (6), besides 0' = 0 and 9 = 0 Fs = A(1 -p'')^ can be seen to 
be in accordance with the RS interpretation of s as the distance and 
9 as the angle of the line connecting the two poles. The relation be­
tween the remaining RS parameters and the mass matrix quantities is 
r§K = A[1 + (1 - G^)*] 
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which implies a simple correspondence between | and A in the limit 
in which the two poles coincide. 
The main emphasis of the RS treatment was utilization of all 
unitarity restrictions upon the S-matrix. in principle, in the Hamil-
tonian approach unitarity of the scattering amplitude is automatically 
satisfied due to Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian. liowever, if the 
formalism is used only as a guide to find the appropriate parametri-
zation, unitarity has to be imposed on the parameters externally. We 
write the scattering amplitude as a matrix in channel space, the par­
tial wave unitarity equation being 
- T = 2iTpT^ , (6.7) 
where p is the diagonal matrix of phase space factors. Substitution 
of the scattering amplitude from Eq. (6.1) into (6.7) leads to 
2igpg = n (E-i-ie) - MvE+is) = 2ly , (6.8) 
With 9' = 0 in Eqs, (6.2), (6.5), and (6.6) and using these relations 
in the above one sees that this matrix Eq. (6.8) is the three equa­
tions (27d, 27e, 27f) of RS (which read X-X = 1 + [|K-s]sin9, 
1 
U • U = 1 - - s]sin9, and X • U = - |K[1 - 2s/f K]®cos9). On the 
other hand when one recalls the connection of g. to the interaction, 
one sees that Eq. (6.8) is the definition of the y-matrix (Eqs. (II) 
and (46) of DH). Unitarity thus is seen to relate the resonance 
parameters to the coupling strengths. The physical content of unitarity 
becomes quite clear when Eq. (6.8) is considered in terms of eigenstates 
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of the mass matrix, but this is not necessary to show in view of the 
elegant derivation and discussion by DH of the resulting uni tarity sum 
rule. 
To close this section, we study the case when the two poles 
coincide. (This will also serve to amplify on the formalism behind 
37 
two earlier letter contributions. ) Coincidence occurs when p 1 
in the mass matrix parametrizatlon of Eq. (6.2), or K -> 1 in the S-
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matrix approach. The situation A = 0 (or § = 0 in the S-matrix 
case) corresponds to two independent simple resonances and is not 
considered further. When p ->1, then the RS parameters FÇ = A and the 
amplitude Eq. (6.3) becomes 
ae- '» • (M) 
(E-M+iF) 
Then, the mass matrix can be written in the Jordan form (see, e.g. 
Refs. 33 and 36) by transforming to an orthogonal basis 
|d,> = (|l> + il2>)/72~, |d2> = (tl> - l|2>)/Vr, (6.10) 
where |d|> is the only eigenstate of the mass matrix. This transforma­
tion from j i  >, j2> to {d^ >, |d2> is given by a unitary matrix which 
we name V (defined by Eq. (6.12) below). 
V = 2"2 
1 1 
! - I 
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The resulting mass matrix Is 
.  , 0 2ae- '® 
V (m - i Y )V = (M - ir) I (6.11) 
where ^  stands for the 2x2 unit matrix. The couplings g(d) for the 
states \d^>,u = 1,2, are found by transforming the original couplings 
(I and f denote initial and final state, resp.) 
g.(d) = V^g., g^(d) = g^V , (6.12) 
or more explicitly 
9.,(d) =2 mg-i- tg.^)  
9,2(4) = 2 2(g.j +Ig.g) . (6.13) 
The expression for T^. can likewise be tranformed by inserging V V = 1 
into Eq. (o.i) 
T.. = g îvW^E + i e )v"'"v (6 .14)  t i t  g .  
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to get the expressions employed earlier. This same result was also 
derived later In the appendix of the DH paper where the parameter 7] 
in Eq. (A8) of DH must be associated with -2Ae the off-diagonal 
element in Eq. (6.11) above. Finally, if in Eq. (6.14) the g(d)'s are 
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expressed in terms of the other couplings, g., then Eq. (6.14) leads 
directly to Eq. (6.4) for the amplitude. 
Comparison to S-matrix Approaches 
Comparing our result with that of RS shows that the phase 9' in 
the off-diagonal elements of the mass matrix Eq. (6,2) must be zero 
for agreement between the two approaches. Thus, it appears that the 
parametrization obtained here is more general than the solution found 
by RS. In fact, one may check that this is so (with considerable 
algebra) by taking our amplitude from Eq. (6.3) and showing that that 
parametrization of the (numerator) matrix elements satisfies the 
matrix uni tarity equations of RS (Eq. 11 a-f of Ref. 32). 
When the two resonance poles coincide (the "double-resonance" 
l imit, RS phraseology) the mass matrix is non-diagonalizable. The 
best that can be done is to transform the mass matrix to Jordan canoni­
cal form which leads readily to the definition of generalized eigen­
vectors with non-exponential time dependence. The so-called dipole 
2 
formula i œ (E - M)/(E - M +iF) follows from Eq. (6.9) when the parame­
ters A and 9 are related to the couplings by the following equations 
(8' has already been set as zero), 
tans (9^29,1 + - gf,g;, 
and 
rcose +g„g.2) + SfiS;;) 
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Thus, the "dîpole" or double pole intensity distribution which gives 
the same symmetrically twin-peaked intensity distribution in all chan-
nels of the one partial wave amplitude can be derived from a multi­
tude of possible couplings of the resonances to the initial and final 
channels. 
Application to Data 
The only physical example of this double pole intensity distri­
bution in a scattering experiment constructible In the laboratory still 
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appears to be that suggested in atomic physics some years ago. The 
Ag meson, as has always been clear even when the earliest split mass 
distribution was found, could not be a "dI pole" of this type despite 
efforts by various experimenters to fit everything with the "dipole" 
shape. The consensus of opinion on the Ag now, based mainly on experi­
ments involving three pion final states, favors the single Breit-
k] — 
Wigner interpretation. However, the KK mass distributions obtained 
"" *" / "* ok 
in ir p -) AgP (K K )p are background free and exhibit as much as six 
standard deviation peaks and dips depending on the experiment and 
h2. — 
energy at which It is done. No two experiments on the KK system 
have been done at the same energy; Baud et al_. at 7 GeV/c see the 
symmetric twin peak shape; Grayer gt a 1. at 17.2 GeV/c appears to have 
a broad bump with a narrow spike on top; Foley e^ a]_. at 20.3 GeV/c 
have a somewhat distorted single peak; and, Crennell et aj_. at 4.5 
GeV/c discover a relatively symmetric single peak. Although all of 
these four KK mass distributions can not be fit simultaneously with a 
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Breît-Wigner curve or with the "dipole" shape, they can readily be 
fit with the amplitude of Eq. (6.9) which is Eq. (28) of Rebbi and 
?2 -
Slansky. This KK amplitude is written as 
T = Az + Be"'®z^ , (6.15) 
where z = ^ Y/(E-M + îèv)^ M = 1303 MeV, and y = 36 MeV are fixed 
I  i 2  —  
for all energies. The resulting (high quality) fits of |T| to KK 
mass distributions at each energy determine 0 versus A/B to be a 
straight line (within errors) varying in 0 from -4.7 to -4.9 radians 
as A/B goes from .7 (at 4.5 GeV/c) to 2.3 (at 20.3 GeV/c). No 
special physical significance is claimed for this rather simple de­
pendence with 9 being practically -3it/2 and barely changing over a 16 
GeV/c interval. However, it is clear from this that none of the non-
split distributions at other energies prove that the 7 GeV/c KK mass 
distribution is not split. From the experimental point of view to 
disprove the 7 GeV/c data, it is necessary to do an experiment at 
essentially the same energy with similar kinematical restrictions. 
To summarize the present results: We begin with the mass matrix 
description of scattering through more than one resonance in the same 
partial wave and derive an expression for the scattering amplitude. 
Unitarity is used to place restrictions upon the couplings. This re­
sult is compared with the amplitude found from an S-matrix derivation 
by Rebbi and Slansky, and we conclude that we have generalized the 
parametrization to include an additional, physically reasonable phase 
and suppress the interdependences in and s. The resulting § ->1, 
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or double resonance, limit is used to derive a relatively few parameter 
amplitude which for illustrative purposes does very well in accommo­
dating measured KK mass distributions at ~ 1.3 GeV produced in % p 
collisions between 4.5 and 20.3 GeV/c. Predictions for the KK mass 
distribution at other energies in the context of this particular double-
resonance formula of Eq. (6.15) can readily be supplied. 
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CHAPTER VII. CONCLUSIONS 
Relation to Previous Work 
Our results show that the inclusion of the symmetric energy-
momentum tensor into the n-pf's of a free spinor field theory with 
SU(3) currents leads to no new structure in the anomalous axial-vector 
Ward identities. The use of the tensor WTI does, however, remove the 
9 
previous ambiguity of Brown, Shih, and Young in regard to possible 
vector Ward identity anomalies. The conclusion is that the satisfac­
tion of the tensor WTl's, which is a statement of Poincare invariance, 
implies the satisfaction of the vector WTl's, and forces all current 
anomalies to occur in the axial-vector WTl's, Axial anomalies occur 
in the WTl's of the n-pf's <AVV), (AAA), (AVVV), (AAAV), (AVVVV), 
(AAAVV), and (AAAAA), known as Bardeen's minimal set,'^ as well as in 
the corresponding set with the tensor current. 
We also find a large number of trace anomalies, 25 in all, which 
are restricted to the normal parity n-pf's, and thus completely dis­
joint from the axial anomalies. In contrast to the axial anomalies 
which arise from the 1/m-terms only and are independent of fermion 
mass m, the trace anomalies arise from the 1/m»terms, the counterterms, 
or both. 
21 
Chanowitz and Ellis have calculated trace anomalies for a zero 
momentum equation of the form 
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a, 
(e(o)j ' (p.) ... j " (p )) 
IJ., I n 
AJejJ ... j ") (7.1) 
t l^ n 
where = - (p^ + ... + _ ,). 
Equation (7.1) can be obtained from the tensor WTl and the trace 
identity as follows: differentiate Eq. (2.9) with respect to and 
set k_ = 0; then eliminate the term g^^(0. j ' ... j ") by its corre-
p M-n 
sponding Tl. The result shows that the canonical trace anomaly of 
Ref. 21 is given by the negative of our anomaly evaluated at k = 0, 
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i.e. zero 4-momentum carried by the energy-momentum tensor. 
Possible Phenomenolog leal Applications 
In regard to the possible phenomenologîcal applications of the 
WTl's and trace identities of the n-pf's with energy-momentum tensor, 
the anomalous trace has already been applied to a low energy theorem 
for the decay the being a = 0^ unitary singlet 
state dominating the low mass (^ 5000 neV/c) region of nit scattering. 
This dominance of the low energy tensor current by scalar mesons is 
kh 
known as "partially conserved dilation current" (PCDC) in analogy 
of PCAC ("partially conserved axial-vector current"). The presence 
of the trace anomaly allows the decay -»yy to occur, and relates 
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20 21 45 
its rate to the parameter R defined in Eq. (1.3). ' ' It has also 
been suggested that the traceless part of the stress energy mcsnentum 
tensor could be dominated by = 2^ mesons such as the f. The 
possibility of explaining the decay of the newly discovered massive 
J or ilf particles exists. If there exist charmed mesons related to 
these, the mass-matrix formalism of Sec. Vl can be used to describe 
mixing of such states. 
Theoretical Questions 
Since there is no well-established model for strong interactions 
(in the sense of q.ed for electrodynamics), the apparent success of 
anomalous PCAC and (to a lesser extent) of anomalous PCDC raises the 
exciting possibility of guiding the construction of field theory models 
hi 
for strong interactions. For example, Freund and Nandi have con­
jectured on the basis of PCAC and vector-meson dominance that the 
strength of strong interactions is inversely proportional to the number 
of postulated quarks (fundamental fermion fields in some field theory). 
They further extend this idea to the strength of electromagnetic, weak, 
and gravitational interactions. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the presence of the anomalies can 
1^ 
upset the renormalization scheme of a field theory. !n order to re­
gain renormalizabiIity it is necessary to introduce additional particles 
or fields with appropriate couplings which cancel the original anomaly. 
\k 
For instance Gross and Jackiw outline a scheme in which lepton 
anomalies are canceled by hadron anomalies in a unified model of 
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electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions. It should be noted 
that such theories retain the PCAC anomaly as applied to 5T° -^yYj for 
instance, even though they are said to be "anomaly free". 
There remain many open questions as to the nature of the anomalies 
and their relation to elementary particle physics. 
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APPENDIX A. LOOP INTEGRALS 
Here we summarize the Feynman graph loop integral representations 
of tensor n-pf's. 
<8%p(k)j^(p)) =çTr (kg +Cg\T) JTr + k) S(^ + k)r,S W ] 
(by comparison <j^{p)) = Tr {r^ S (-t+ a) ]), where 
r^p(p, q) in given by Eq. (2.11) and S(k) = (K-m)"', 
3-pf 
(e^p(k)j®(p)j^(q)) = :U*^[Fxp,2(P'0' -q) + c(2)F^p2,(q, 0,-p)l 
where 
= Tr(XgX,^ + CgC^X%) , c(2) = 
ana 
F^p,2(a, b, c) = r Tr[r^p(t + a,t + c)S(t + a)r,S(t + b)r2S(t + c)] 
4-pf 
%,(i<)j^(p)j2(q)J;(s)) 
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il^v'''^[Hxp,32(P' -s-q) +c(3)H^p23i (q, 0, -s, -s-q)] 
-P, -P-s) +c(3)H^p2i2(S) -P, "P-q)l 
where 
and 
H^pl23(a, b, c, d) = j^Tr  [T^^{l + a, t + d)S(t  +  a )r,S (t + b)  
r2S( t+c) r  s ( t+d)]  .  
S-nf  
<e^p(k)j^(p)j2(q)j3(s)j^(t)) 
32 ^  ^^Xp1234^P^^*"q,-q-s,-q-s-t) 
+ c(4)J^p^32i(t,0,-s,-s-q,-s-q-p)] 
+ 11 more pairs giving all 2k permutations of a,b,c,d with 
1,2,3,4 and p,q,s,t. 
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&-pf 
= ^  Z*^^^*K\p]2345(P'°'-9,-q-s,-q-S-t,-q-s-t-u) 
+ 119 more terms, giving ali 120 permutations of a,b,c,d,e 
with 1,2,3,4,5 and p,q,s,t,u. 
where c(4), ^nd J%^t2345 have definitions 
analogous to those for c(3), ^^p]23' stc. Figure 3 gives the 
first term for a specific example of the 5-pf, (GPVVVV). 
Throughout this paper the tensor current has momentum k with 
indices X,p. The SU(3) currents are generally given momenta p,q,s,t,u, 
space-time indices ,a,T,ri and SU(3) indices a,b,c,d,e in order from 
left to right in the n-pf's, counterterms, and anomalies. Exceptions 
are of course necessary at times. 
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APPENDIX B. 1/M-TERMS 
Here we summarize the expressions for the 1/m-terms obtained from 
the spinor loop-intégra Is for the n-pf's containing the energy-momentum 
tensor. Expressions for the n-pf's having currents only can be found 
in Appendix A, Ref. 9. Let us remark that since the fermion loop-inte­
grals possess a definite mass parity (i.e. evenness or oddness in m), 
all the n-pf's having even numbers of S and P have vanishing l/m-terms. 
Let y s I /24;r ^ i 
iiiLî; 
! ,/m = 5 tF^^,2(p,0, - q) 
+ - p) 1 (B.la) 
where c(2) = CjC^ . 
Fxp,2(*'0'b) = F 
+ r [ (3 + b) F (a,0,b) + (\ <-> p)] 
t  p Ml 
- Y 9xp[D,2(0,b) + 0,2(0,3)] (B.lb) 
0,2(0,a) = - ^ a-Tr[r, (B.lc) 
F,2^(a,0,b) = ^  Tr[(a^ +b^ - a . b) 
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. 1 («"a'' + b"bP4a''b")[[r,,Y^;r2Ypr; + r,lr2,vJr;y,, 
* rivprjffj.v^l + 6[r, i r/j w + r, 4 r^ tij.vs^ l 
+  r , { r 2 , Y - s ^ ] r 3 f e ( ] ]  ( B . i d )  
wi th = - -J (a + b) . 
fxp12(*'0'b) = 
-To +^p^a''p + %l'a=g ^pl^a"p^"p 
^iSl3apVj + 9p„Vp^-9ppV„n 
with 
2 2 2 2 V = 4a a + 4b b + 3® b + 3b a - 4a • ba ~ 4a • bb . (B.Se) 
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4-pf 
= li 23(9,0,-9,-9-5) +(^3)Hxp32](s,0,-q,-q-p)] 
+  3 2(p,0,-s,-s-q) + c(3)H^p23] (q»0>"S>-s-p)] 
3(q,0,-p,-p-s) + c(3)H^p2j2(s,0,-p,-p-q)]l (B.2a) 
where 
c(3) = CiCgC; 
= Tr[Xa\bkc  + (B'2b) 
"Xpl23(*'0'b,c) 
= J [^\p|23(^'0'^'C) p)] 
+ Ç [ (a '*'c)pH^^2^(a,0,b,c) + (\ <-> p)] 
2  3J2  ^  ^312  J  (B .2c )  
H|23^(a,b,c,d) = - #Tr|h,234(a) + h^j^iCb) + 
+ hi , |23(=l) l  (8.2d) 
WI 
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h|2ji,W ' r, (i«+%h)''2- Yg r,, - r^ ry - (B.ze) 
1 
ith Sj^ = - Ç (a+b+c+d) 
'•" 'l(p) - - 5 (a+k+c) 
2(p,a) - À'"p°a ""j'a "p^a fn / ^ \ = ZT (2a a +2bb +2cc^+ab +ba 
* %'a ^s^a' 
f ^  = - ^  ( 3a^ + 3b^ + 3c^ - 2a • b - 2a . c - 2b • c) (B.2f) 
then we have 
' •J^''f'2(p,a)VxHv„,r,îr2r3 * r,r, (y«.r;n  
' fKpjnl^rirjrj + r.rj^rj-^rir^rj^) 
* 2 '3^ x""'p''"i''"2''3 * rirglvg.rg]] 
I . ir,r,i,r;Y, * ^ r.yr^ r^ t + ar,r,Y,r,< 
+ Y/jr^KFji + ï^yY^K^i) 
Î ^wriv^r^YpFj ^  «riY^/jY,, + 'Tgr^Y^r^Yp 
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+ Vrp^ 2'^ 3'' ^  Vl^ Z'/n^ s'^  + r|Y(/2y3'^ ) 
- [^^%o(P/:%,^'G)f2 + ^  + 5 more)] Y. 
'^ «'"i^ -fav^ r, + v^ riYpr^ FjY^  * Vir^ Y^ rj^ , + r,Y„Y Fjv^ )} (8.29) 
where 
=9,a!lp«*\,4.«"Van 
5-pf 
<P;^p(l<)j|(p) j2(q)j5(s) jj(t)>| 
I /m 
if w*^^^[Jin,,%L(p,o,-q,-q-s,-q-s-t) 
+ II more pairs, giving totally 24 permutations of 1234, synchronized 
with abed and p,q,s,t. (B.3a) 
where 
c(4) = CjCgCgC^  ^
w - Tr[^a^b^c^d c(4)XaXT%T^T] (B.3b) 
*A^ jSjaZj\j + VA^ J^ J^^ J + + ^ Ufjwfj'j^ A + 
+ ^ J^AfjZjIj + 4jGj*AZjtj + ^ yCjZj*Atj)f]\t I -
d, , c d 
p + 0 -t- q T 5 ; Y - = i'\ 
(PE'8) [(-suijad 0JOU1 sajqi + ^A^J^J^A^J ^ A^j "a^j + 
^J^A^J^A^J^A^j (3 'y't)'^j) ®^L) 5 + 
(•siujgd 3J0UJ }L|6!S + ^ J^ J ^A J^ j^'^ a'j + 
^jVJjq^^/A'J) I _ Sj4jEjZjljz)ji ^  = 
(a'p'o'q'e) p 
(3£-g) [(e'o'q'O)^ ^^ 'H + (p'o'q'0)^ ^^ H^]^ "^ 6 1 -
[(0 <-> \) + (p'3'q'o'e)^^^'^r^ (p+e) ] + 
[(0 ^  X) + (p'3'q^ o'e)^ ^^ ^^ r^] 1 = (p'3*q'o'e)^ ^^ ^^ r^ 
9^ 
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- ^  h^(p,«,P,W)Y^(Y^rjYpr2r^r^ + 9 more perms.) 
+ g ^ more perms.) 
+ (\^r,Y^^r2 + 3 more perms.) 
+ + 3 more perms.) 
+ ^2^6V4 ^ more perms) (d] 
+ 8 h6o(P,o^n,a,?,W) Y)^ ^2'^8^3^e^4 ^ ^ore perms.) ] 
where 
'^ ôo ^ ^ ''^ 1''^ 2''^ 3'^ 4^'""5^  ~ 
%(,/^ 4o(°:2'y4:^ 5) + + 9p^ \^o(Q:,/Y2,0:^ ,0:^ ) 
ÉzCf 
'Wxp(k) j*(p) jgfq) j^ts) jj(t) j®(u)) 1,/^ 
1 _abcder.. ,  „  -, 
64 ^  lK^pl2345 Xp5432lJ 
+ 59 more pairs giving totally 120 permutation of 12)45, 
synchronized with abcde, (B.4a) 
where 
' '''2':3V5 ' («.4b) 
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Note that the 6-pf l/m term is dimension less. 
Kxpl2345 
= 2 [k\pl2345 " ^ P)] - 9xp[j 12345] (B.4c) 
'\pi2345 
" ^\pl2345 
= m "• ^l^p^2^3V5 + ^  more perms.) 
i  \ o ( r j Y ^  +  1 9  m o r e  p e r m s . )  
2 "6o(P'^^P'ô'e,S)Y^ rp "2V3'''e""^^'C^5 ^ ^  more perms.) ] 
(B.4d) 
Alternative solution for the 3-, 4-, and 5-pf vertex loops are 
available in terms of J , given in Eq. (B.4d), They are 
X0I6345 
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IK n ,  ^,0:. p ,  ^ !'• , 
^ ® ^\panl23 ^Xp12ap3 ^ ^\pI23ap 
+ ^ '''%a,2p3 + ''^''W23p +''''\pl2a3p 
jxp1234(^'°'b,G,d) 
Jxpr%]234 + b '^\pl2a34 •*• '^"\pl23«if 
^ ^  J\pl234(%] (B'5c) 
Although the forms of (B .5)  are conceptually simpler, they may 
require far more trace calculation than the previous forms. 
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APPENDIX C. COUNTERTERMS^^ 
Here we l ist the counterterms for the n-pf's, including both 
those from Ref. 9 and the new ones involving 0. ,  which we indicate /\p 
by 0. For the Lorentz index and momentum assignments, see the dis-
2 
cuss ion of Appendix A. Let y = ] / 2 k n  i . The normal parity set is 
( I  ) n = 1 
5(S) = - 6^iaj ,  (C. la) 
0(8) = " 2 '"\p ' (C.lb) 
(2) n = 2 
4(VV) = 
6(AA) - 5(VV) + 6^^(yp^g^y, 
fi(AP) = - 2ia^fi^'^mq^, (C.2a) 
4(PP) = 6^'^(a^p*' fa^m"^) , 
ô ( S S ) = ô  [ ( a ^  -  y )  +  3 a , m ^ ]  ,  
Ô(9S) = «y573 6'^"^ni(a^-y) -k^kp) ;  (C.2b) 
(3)  n  = 3  
MVW) . -q)^ + 3^x(=-p)y + 
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5(VAA) = Mvvv )  +  Y f * ^= [3g^yP^  -  +  9^x (q -s )J  
6(VAP) = - , 
6 (AA3)  =  i ( 4a  -6y )d^^^mq  
J r*/ 
6 (VPP)  = -  s) ,  
m(vss)  =  (a -y ) f *bC(q  _ s )  ,  ( C . 3 a )  
J r 
5 (A I 'S )  - •  (s - q) <• 3y q 1 . 
^ r M-
ô(PPS) = , 
fi(SSS) = 3i(a, +2y)d®'"^m ; 
ô(eïï) = la2«'^,'9x,(P^P^ + * I^P^) + 
- 9,y9\,'P^  +p 'q l  4<W^VptL>'^ 
'  Vp-i- '  SAV ^  
2 
B(eAA) - fi(Bvv) + R - ' YSp^/p^Pp * ^Xo®ni/'"'*''3'"^ * iyp-q) 
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Me«P) = - ZSypP^ * 9x^\ * 9p(.V 
/>(ePP) -  IA*^[ -  ayn^QXp- (2a^ + Y)(k^9^o " 
+ =3(p-q9^„-p^pp-q^qp)l 
5(0SS) = - 3a|m^gj^p - •" (23^ + y) 
- (aj-yXp.qg^^-p^p^-qj^,^)] 
(4 )  n  =  4  
MVVVV) . j =21 Vxo* -"l -"2 * w<^"l -''2 - V 
W.x'-'"r'"2-9:' 
(i(AMA).s(VVW) + 2 V [9„ Sjjl-W| " W, + W,) 
"• • "2 " "3 ' * 5^Ax<""|*"2-"3'1 ' (C'4a) 
A(AAVV)  =  Fi{\l\l\l\l) •*• ^y  f9y_y9^|,( " ~ ^ 2 ^^3^  
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^ - SWg) + - 3W, + BW^)] , 
S(VVPP) = -5339^,/^] +^2 -ZWg) 
MVVSS) = +W2-2W2) 
Ô(AAPP) = -^^39^i,(W, +W2+2W^) + 179^^ (W, + W^) 
^(AAss) = - |33gp,j^(w,+«2+2w^) + çyg(^i;(w, + +w^) 
S(AVSP)  =  -  f '9 | j ^ j ^ [a3(Wj  -  -  2W^)  •+ By lW^+W^) ]  
A(PPPP) = +«2 +Wg) 
6(SSPP) = - j +^2 -W^) - |y(W] + Wg) , 
6(SSSS) = - ^  (a^ + 8y) (W^ +W2+V/^) 
ô (0VVV)  =  - q ) i ,  +  - t ) ^  +  g  
+ Y l9^yi9\n(q - P)p + 9pn(9 -P)\) 
+ 9,u(9\y(P- t)p + GpyfP -t)x) 
+ 9y - q)p + 9pp(t , 
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6(9VAA) = 6(9VVV) + (q + s-p) 
AP , [hV 0 
"2 WV'''"''x'' V'"""'?' 
^ I I'p.c'^Spi. " PpV - 9;/Yp. + PpVl 
6(eVAP) = - 'Mjf®'"'™ 
ft(OAAS) = ^(23^ - 3y)d^'^^ni gj^^g 
6(0VSS) i(a3-y)f"'"'{2gjp(q-s)^ +i[9j^^(q-s)p + g^^(q-s)Jl 
6(6VPP) - -iajf" ' '"t2g^^(,-s)^ Î9m,<1-' 'O * Spiit ' l-^'x" 
6(6ASP) = tl^'"^{g, [3i y p - i (2a - 3y) (q - s) ] 
AP p ^ P 
4 +Î 
Ô(0SSS) = 6(aj +2y)cl^''*'m 
6(8SPP) = 
'  (^M+ '®) ! I  = (SSSSU)y 
' [^M^ez + (^M+'m) - ^ e) ! I = (ddVVU)y 
' - ^ e)z + (^M+ 'M) (/^9 - ^ e) i | = (ssvvu)y 
[(^ g - - ^ e) - f| = (dSVAe)^  
' ft\Z - ^ M+ ! | = {ddAAe)^ 
'  (^MZ -  ^ M+ -  ^ e )  !  I  = (SSAAe)Q 
{^ f \  -  ^ «+  ^  !  I  + (AAAA0)9 =  (WVV0)9 
' [(^ ni - + (^ tM + 'we - + 
(^MZ -  ^ M+ A !  ^  +  (AAAAG)9 = (WAAB)y  
' [(^M+ ^ MZ+ + (^M+ ^ M+ + 
(^MZ +  i  |  = (AAAA0)9 
S = u 
58 
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f i ( esspp )  =  | î  g ;^p [ (W j+W2) (o ,+3y )  -  w^a , ]  
5(0PPPP) = | i  a,g^p(W^ +Wg+Wg). 
